
PERFECTION OF MEASURE SPACES AND W*-ALGEBRAS

By Ziro TAKEDA

l Introduction. Recently, I.E
Segal [8], among many others, intro-
duced the important concept of perfect
spaces into the theory of measures
and proved that a localizable measure
space has essentially unique perfec-
tion. This is clearly a generaliza-
tion of the concept of Kakutani spaces
due to S.Kakutani [3], and it coin-. "
cides with ϋakυtani's theorem if the^
given localizable measure space has
finite measureo Even from this point
of view, the importance of Segal's
result can be guessed, since the
Kakutani spaces play an important
role in the theory of measures, pro-
bability and ergodic theorems

β

In this note, we sha31 give a new
proof of Segal's perfection theorem,
which may be somewhat simpler than
the original one (Theorem 1 ) , A
few applications (Theorems 2-3) are
given. A few topological properties
of perfect spaces will be contained
in §2, Throughout these sections,
we shall use the terminology of I

β
E

β

Segal.

After the Japanese original of
this note has been published ^ recent
papers of J.Dixmier [3], J I. .Kelley
[4], G Pθl] and J L Kθllβy [2],
Segal [9] appeared*

3
) Their papers

are concern in some points in common
with our's and induced some new pro-
blems re3ating to the present note*
Concerning the latter, the author
expects to have an oppotunity to dis-
cuss in futureβ

2
β
 Perfect spaces. The following

definition is due to I.E.Segal [8 3:

DEFINITION l A locally compact
Hausforff space R will be called a
perfect space provided that R has
a regular measure r by which R satis-
fies the following two conditions:

a) If G is a non-void open aet.

Then r(G) > 0,

b) If e is a characteristic func-
tion of a measurable aet £ of finite
measure, then there exists a conti-
nuous function f which is equivalent
to e and vanishing at the infinity
of "R". ~~

The perfect spaces are closedly
connected with the hyperstonean spaces
recent]y introduced by Dixmier [3]
and a space considered by Ogasawara^/
In this section, we shall discuss
a few topologica3 properties of
perfect spaces*

PROPOSITION 1. A perfect space
is totally disconnected,

PROOF: If e is a characteristic
function of a measurable set E of
finite measure, then by b) there is
a continuous function f equivalent
to e and vanishing at infinity.
Since e

2
 « e, we have f* *=• f nearly

everywhere, and so by the continuity
f* s=* f everywhere, whence f is a
characteristic function of an open-
closed set F. It is not hard to see
that F is the closure of E, Since
R is regular, each open set IT con-
tains an open set Ό whose c3osure is
included in V. "i'his shows the total
disconnectedness of H,

PROPOSITION 2o In a perfect space,
every set of the first category is
a" nujT sej^. <——~

PROOF: If F is compact and non-
dense subset of R, it is easy to
see r(F) =• 0 similarly in the preced-
ing proposition. For non-compact
non-dense set, it is deducibϋe frorr.
the regularity of r, since

This proves the proposition.

PROPOSITION 3o A bounded measura-
ble function on a perfect space coin-
cides with a continuous^ function
nearly everywhere»

Proof of this proposition is a
direct consequence of T.Qgasawara

1
s

result,
3
^ which states that a Bore]

measurable function coincides with
a continuous function except a set
of the first category if the space
is a locally conpact totally discon-
nected Hausdorff space. Our propo-
sition follows from the preceding*

3
O
 Segal's Theorem, The purpose



of this section is to give an alter-
native proof of the following

THEOREM 1 (SEGAL [8; Thau 6.1]).
For a localizable measure space,
there exists a metrically equivalent
pe rfe ct apaceT

The perfect space of the theorem
is uniquely determined by the given
measure apace within measure-preserv-
ing horoeoirorphisms, whence we shall
call the former as the perfection
of the latter.

Before to enter the proof, we
shall explain sor.e notions and results
due to I.E.Segal [8]

DEFINITION 2. A measure space is
localizable if and bnly if its mea-
sure ring is a complete lattice.

Among many interesting characteri-
zations of localizable spaces of
Segal [8; §δ], here we shall state
a theorem which we shall use in the
below,

THEOREM A (SEGAL) A measure space
is localizable if and only If the
multiplication algebra is maximal
abellan in the algebra oΓ all opera-
tors on the Hilbert space of all
square integrable functlonsT

The multiplication algebra means
the set of all operators TK defined
by

whore k is a bounded measurable func-
tion on R and x is an el ement of
L (R,r)

Two measure space is called metri-
cally equivalent i f there exists a
measure-preserving algebraic isomor-
phism between their (generalized)
Boolean rings of f in i te measurable
s e t s .

Finally, we shall recall that a
self-adjoint algebra of operators on
a Hilbert space is a C*-algebra (W*-
•algebra) i f i t is closed with respect
to the uniform (weak) operator fcopo-

PROOF OF THEOREM 1: By Theorem
A, the multiplication algebra Ol
on a localizable space R ia maximal
abellan, whence ^ Is a W*-algebra.
Let C(K) be the functional represen-
tation of Ot K is a compact total-
ly-disconnected Hausdorff apace. We
shall denote this isomorphism by ψ

For a characteristic function e
of a measurable set E, ψ(e) is a
continuous function on K Clearly
ψ>(e) is a characteristic function
of an open-closed set in K. Conver-
sely, if ψ (e) is a characteristic-
function of an open-closed set in K,
e is a characteristic function of a
measurable set in R. Therefore, ψ
gives an algebraic isomorphism between
the measure ring of R and the Boolean
algebra of all open-closed sets in K,

Let S be the join of all open-
closed sets which are corresponding
by the isomorphism to the sets of
finite measure. Then S is open in
K, and S is locally cor pact and to-
tally disconnected with respect to
the relative topology of K.

Let f be a continuous function
on S with the compact carrier F,
then F corresponds by the above iso-
morphism to a measurable set of finite
measure. Whence

exists. Since ψ preserves the
positiveness, L(f) is additive, homo-
geneous and positive over L(S) of
all continuous functions with the
compact carriers. Hence by the well-
known theorem of Bourbaki, then exi-
sts a regular measure s on S with

lef) « J f βU

Now, let e be a characteristic
functions of a Borel set E in S, then

\\efdr\i, l ife/) II, UUL^

whence

φ(f) - J e f dr

defines a linear functional on L (S) .
Furthermore, we put $ (f,g) =• Φ(£&*)
whore g* denotes the complex conju-
gate of g and f, g £ L*(S, s ) . Thehen

where ** is the norm of φ . There-
fore,, by the Riesz Lemir a, there exi-
sts a linear operator T such that
8 (f,g) sa <£,Ύ$> . This T commutes

with the multiplication operator Tκ
because

*



Since Ol. is maximal abelian, this
means T £ (71 , and so there exists a
continuous fnnction c on K such that

f c f <U ~ f e f as

Γor al l f 6 L(S), i . e . , c «* e almost
everywhere. This shows S sat i s f ies
b) of Definition 1. Since by the
construction the measure of open
sets are positive, a) of Definition
1 is clearβ This shows that S i s
a perfect space.

Since, by Proposition 3, in a
perfect space each measurable set of
f in i te measure has an open-closed
set which is congruent modulo null
se ts , the f in i te measure ring of S
is isomorphic and measure-preserving
to the f inite measure ring of R, that
is (R,r) is metrically equivalent to
( S , s ) . This proves the theorem,

4. Applications. Let OL be a
commutative C*-algebra on a Hubert
space ty , and l e t C(Λ ) be i t s
function representation. Then, for
each A € Ot , corresponds a continu-
ous function A( co ) on ΓL . Each
pair of x and y of ^ defines a
complex Radon-measure <rλ y
ζ\ such that

on

> - <k<ΓX
Xfy

ior a l l A * 0L , which is known as
a spectre measure on jQ_ .

THEOREM 2. If C(Sλ) i s the func-
tion representation of a commutative
W*-algebra 0 l o n ^ * which has the
identity then the support of <rX/ x
in JQL is i t s e l f the perfection of
the measure space (_Q » σ*χ#χ ) •

PROOF: For each characteristic
function e of a Borel set in Q ,
there exists an operator E such that

< Ex, y > = / e dt<rx

For any A { QjJ , the coiunutor of
QΊ , and for any pair of x and y

of tf> ,

<ΈAx,γ> m Je

χ, y

Hence E belongs to <FL . Hence there
exists a continuous function on / I
such that

<Έx,γ>

that i s , e s=i e' almost every where
for al l spectre measure. Therefore,
e1 i s a characteristic function of
an open-closed se t . This proves the
theorem.

Let Ol. be a comirutative TΎ*-
algebra on a separable Hubert space

^ and l e t OL contain the identity.
Then by a theorem of J. von Neumann
[ 5 ] , Ot i s a generated W*-algebra
by an hermitean operator H and 1 on
%. . Moreover, l e t «£, be a C*-

algebra generated by II and 1.

If C(Γ) and C(Λ) be the func-
tion representation of Ot and £
respectively. By a theorem of J.
von Neumann [6; Thm.6] shows that
there exists an element a of £*>
such that the multiplication algebra
of the spectre measure space ( p ,
^oL.tK ) i s isomβtrically isomorphic

to αz. . Then a similar argument
of the proof of Theorem 1 shows the
following facts : ( V , <rΛlC^ ) i£
the perfection of ( jQ, , <ΓΛtΛ )•
However, we shall remain i t s detail 4 ) .

THEOREM 3. If G 3s a local ly
compact abellan group and G'M.s i ts
character group. Suppose that the
Haar measures {*• and ft of Ĝ ancf
G respectively are normalized tospec

the

group alg<
Segal [71

hold the Pjancherel Theorem. If
W(G) is the weakly closed operator

g
e p r a

 *
n
 ^

n e
 sense of loB.

then W(G) is un5. tarily
equivalent "to the n.υltiplication
algebra oΓ the measure space (G7' fi) *

By the Plancherel Theorem, tne
irul tiplication algebra of ( Q? fi)
is unitarily equivalent to a subalge-
bra of W(G). KowβΛ/er, as {CΓ, ̂ ) is
a localizable space by a theorem of
Segal [8; Cor. 5.2], its multiplica-
tion algebra is maximal abelian,
whence it must be unitary equivalent
to W(G).
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